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Introduction 
Every year we must make tough decisions on what courses we want to devote our time and attention to, and deciding which 
ones to take can be tricky. While the official course descriptions can provide you with an idea of what is taught in the class, 
it tells you little of what the actual course experience is like. To help fill this gap we have created the NUM Survival Guide. 
We have recruited actual students of McGill’s Neuroscience Program to share their experiences with the courses and to give 
you some tips for success. Not every course is reviewed here, but we have tried to cover the most important and enjoyable 
courses within the program.  

What’s new? 
In addition to adding more courses and updating every review, we have added three new sections: class size, method of 
evaluation, and whether the lecture is recorded and slides are posted. 

What this is not 
While we have tried to ensure everything in this guide is accurate, it is not and should not be used as a replacement for your 
advisor or the official program material. Students of the Neuroscience program wrote this guide and the opinions expressed 
within it are of theirs alone, which are not necessarily reflective of the opinions of McGill University. The opinions may 
also vary from those of other students who have taken the class, so don’t take these reviews as definitive. So before making 
any important course decisions please talk to your advisor to ensure you are getting the best advice. That said, we still hope 
you find it useful.  

How to navigate the guide  
Where is the table of contents? As this is a digital guide you will need to view enable your PDF reader’s Table of Contents 
side bar menu to quickly navigate this guide. You should be able to view courses by the different sections they fall under. If 
a course appears to be missing from a particular section it is probably because it is was included in an earlier section that 
has the same course (or we weren’t able to review it in this edition). 

About Textbooks 
In this guide we have tried to indicate how important the textbook is for each course. Often textbooks are useful for 
contextual information but aren’t needed for the actual midterms and final, so we have tried to indicate when that is the 
case. Still, when in doubt buy the textbook. Buying used textbooks can also save you money, so be sure to check out McGill 
Classifieds or the various used bookstores around McGill. You may not get the latest edition, but you may save hundreds of 
dollars for a very similar text.  

About Prerequisites 
If you really want to take a course but you don’t have the prerequisites, don’t give up! Often professors will let you register 
for classes if you express enough interest. Many profs know that Neuroscience students are willing to put in extra effort to 
make up for their lack of background knowledge.  Just know that you may be disadvantaged relative to other students in the 
class.  
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Courses in the Neuroscience Major 
 

  
 
 

Core Required Courses 
BIOL 200 Molecular Biology  
CHEM 212 Introductory Organic Chemistry 1  
NSCI 200 Introduction to Neuroscience 1  
NSCI 201 Introduction to Neuroscience 2  
NSCI 300 Neuroethics  
NSCI 400 Neuroscience Seminar  
PSYC 311 Human Cognition and the Brain  
 
Stream A 
BIOC 311 Metabolic Biochemistry  
BIOL 202 Basic Genetics  
MIMM 214 Introductory Immunology: Elements of Immunity OR PHAR 300 Drug Action 
PHGY 311 Channels, Synapses & Hormones  
BIOC 212 Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function OR BIOL 201 Cell Biology and Metabolism  
 
Stream B 
ANAT 321 Circuitry of the Human Brain  
PHGY 311 Channels, Synapses & Hormones  
BIOC 212 Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function OR BIOL 201 Cell Biology and Metabolism  
BIOL 306 Neural Basis of Behaviour OR PHGY 314 Integrative Neuroscience  
BIOL 309 Mathematical Models in Biology OR COMP 206 Introduction to Software Systems OR MATH 222 Calculus 3   
 
Stream C 
ANAT 321 Circuitry of the Human Brain  
PSYC 213 Cognition 
PSYC 318 Behavioural Neuroscience 2 
BIOL 306 Neural Basis of Behaviour OR PHGY 314 Integrative Neuroscience 
LING 390 Neuroscience of Language OR PSYC 302 The Psychology of Pain OR PSYC 317 Genes and Behaviour OR 
PSYC 342 Hormones and Behaviour  
 
Complementary Lab Courses 
BIOL 301 Cell and Molecular Laboratory  
BIOL 389 Laboratory in Neurobiology  
NSCI 410 Independent Research 1  
NSCI 420 Independent Research 2  
 
Required Complementary Courses 
BIOL 373 Biometry OR PSYC 305 Statistics for Experimental Design  
COMP 202 Foundations of Programming 
BIOL 309 Mathematical Models in Biology OR MATH 222 Calculus 3 
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Courses in the Neuroscience Major 
 

  
 
 

Other Required Courses 
BIOC 212 Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function  
BIOC 311 Metabolic Biochemistry  
BIOL 201 Cell Biology and Metabolism 
BIOL 300 Molecular Biology of the Gene 
BIOL 306 Neural Basis of Behaviour 
BIOL 320 Evolution of Brain and Behaviour 
CHEM 222 Introductory Organic Chemistry 2 
COMP 206 Introduction to Software Systems 
LING 390 Neuroscience of Language 
MATH 315 Ordinary Differential Equations 
MATH 323 Probability 
MATH 324 Statistics  
MIMM 214 Introductory Immunology: Elements of Immunity 
MIMM 314 Intermediate Immunology   
NEUR 310 Cellular Neurobiology   
PHAR 300 Drug Action   
PHGY 210 Mammalian Physiology 2   
PHGY 311 Channels, Synapses & Hormones  
PHGY 314 Integrative Neuroscience   
PSYC 302 The Psychology of Pain   
PSYC 315 Computational Psychology   
PSYC 317 Genes and Behaviour 
PSYC 318 Behavioural Neuroscience 2  
PSYC 342 Hormones and Behaviour 
BIOL 514 Neurobiology Learning and Memory   
BIOL 530 Advances in Neuroethology   
BIOL 532 Developmental Neurobiology Seminar   
BIOL 588 Advances in Molecular/Cellular Neurobiology   
BMDE 519 Biomedical Signals and Systems   
MATH 437 Mathematical Methods in Biology      
MIMM 414 Advanced Immunology   
MIMM 509 Inflammatory Processes   
NEUR 550 Free Radical Biomedicine   
PHAR 562 General Pharmacology 1   
PHGY 425 Analyzing Physiological Systems   
PHGY 451 Advanced Neurophysiology   
PHGY 513 Cellular Immunology   
PHGY 520 Ion Channels   
PHGY 524 Chronobiology   
PHGY 556 Topics in Systems Neuroscience   
PHYS 413 Physical Basis of Physiology      
PSYC 410 Special Topics in Neuropsychology   
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Courses in the Neuroscience Major 
 

  
 
 

PSYC 427 Sensorimotor Behaviour   
PSYC 444 Sleep Mechanisms and Behaviour   
PSYC 470 Memory and Brain   
PSYC 501 Auditory Perception   
PSYC 502 Psychoneuroendocrinology   
PSYC 506 Cognitive Neuroscience of Attention   
PSYC 522 Neurochemistry and Behaviour   
PSYC 526 Advances in Visual Perception   
PSYC 532 Cognitive Science   
PSYT 455 Neurochemistry   
PSYT 500 Advances: Neurobiology of Mental Disorders   
PSYT 505 Neurobiology of Schizophrenia   
REDM 410 Writing Research Articles    
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Courses in the Neuroscience Minor 
 

  
 
 

Required Courses 
BIOL 200 Molecular Biology 
CHEM 212 Introductory Organic Chemistry 1 
NSCI 200 Introduction to Neuroscience 1 
NSCI 201 Introduction to Neuroscience 2  
 
Complementary Courses  
ANAT 212 Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function  
BIOC 212 Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function  
BIOL 201 Cell Biology and Metabolism  
BIOL 202 Basic Genetics  
BIOL 300 Molecular Biology of the Gene 
BIOL 306 Neural Basis of Behaviour 
BIOL 389 Laboratory in Neurobiology 
LING 390 Neuroscience of Language  
NEUR 310 Cellular Neurobiology  
PHGY 311 Channels, Synapses & Hormones 
PHGY 314 Integrative Neuroscience 
PSYC 302 The Psychology of Pain  
PSYC 311 Human Cognition and the Brain  
PSYC 315 Computational Psychology 
PSYC 317 Genes and Behaviour 
PSYC 318 Behavioural Neuroscience 2 
PSYC 342 Hormones and Behaviour 
BIOL 514 Neurobiology Learning and Memory 
BIOL 530 Advances in Neuroethology  
BIOL 532 Developmental Neurobiology Seminar  
BIOL 588 Advances in Molecular/Cellular Neurobiology  
PHGY 425 Analyzing Physiological Systems  
PHGY 451 Advanced Neurophysiology  
PHGY 520 Ion Channels  
PHGY 524 Chronobiology  
PHGY 556 Topics in Systems Neuroscience  
PSYC 410 Special Topics in Neuropsychology  
PSYC 427 Sensorimotor Behaviour  
PSYC 444 Sleep Mechanisms and Behaviour  
PSYC 470 Memory and Brain  
PSYC 501 Auditory Perception  
PSYC 506 Cognitive Neuroscience of Attention  
PSYC 514 Neurobiology of Learning and Memory  
PSYC 522 Neurochemistry and Behaviour  
PSYC 526 Advances in Visual Perception 
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Courses in the Neuroscience Minor 
 

  
 
 

PSYC 532 Cognitive Science  
PSYT 455 Neurochemistry  
PSYT 500 Advances: Neurobiology of Mental Disorders  
PSYT 505 Neurobiology of Schizophrenia 
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BIOL 200 
Molecular Biology   

Instructor:  
Thomas Bureau, Richard Roy OR Zetka 
and Fagotto 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 

Course Overview 
The physical and chemical properties of the cell and its components in relation 
to their structure and function. Topics include: molecular genetics and 
genomics, protein structure, enzymes and enzyme kinetics; nucleic acid 
replication, transcription and translation; the genetic code, mutation, 
recombination, and regulation of gene expression. 

Method of Evaluation  
5 Quizzes (10%), Midterm (25%), Final (65%) 

The Experience 
Professor Zetka is a great lecturer. Her notes are detailed, her lectures are 
clear and easy to follow with minimal readings from the textbook. Professor 
Fagotto is very animated and passionate about biology.  However, he does not 
cover pertinent content in class. His questions on the exam were very different 
from material covered. Specifically, his final exam in past years have placed a 
lot of emphasis on drawing protein structures as well as drawing protein 
system mechanisms. The course requires quite a bit of memorization. 

Professors Bureau and Roy are very committed to the success of their 
students. The slides clearly illustrate concepts, however they both tend to limit 
the amount of text so be sure to take detailed notes or listen to the 
recordings.  The exams required a thorough but reasonable understanding of 
the many concepts taught, and were fair overall.  Questions were a mix of 
multiple choice and short-answer.  If work is put in, there is a very satisfying 
point where how one gets from gene to protein in the cell really makes sense, 
even with daunting and complex molecular pathways in between. 

Tips for Success  
Readings are important especially if you have Zetka/Fagotto. Whenever a new 
concept is learned, determine ways it can be linked to previous concepts. As 
there were a lot of biological pathways, repeatedly writing out the pathways 
can be a great help in memorizing them.  Being able to piece together and 
integrate the concepts to understand the way molecular genetic systems work 
to impact protein expression in cells is key. Specifically for Fagotto’s section, 
practice drawing interactions between proteins in steps, as there will likely be 
long-answer questions that involve illustrations on the exam. NTCs for this 
course are usually quite detailed and are very useful for cross-referencing, 
particularly for Fagotto’s section. Unlike Zetka, not all of his material is 
organized perfectly in parallel with textbook readings (lectures often draw 
from different parts of the textbook), so NTCs are helpful for clarifying 
concepts missed in class. 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 112 or equivalent 
 
Corequisites:  
CHEM 212 or equivalent 

Class Size: ~650 Students 

Textbook: 
Molecular Cell Biology 7e (Lodish) 
Used textbook may be purchased for 
~$60 and might also be found in full 
online.  More helpful for the Fagotto 
section, not necessary for Bureau/Roy 
but can assist learning. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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CHEM 212 
Organic Chemistry I  

Instructor:  
Prof Laura Pavelka, Prof Youla Tsantrizos 
Semesters:  
Fall/Winter/Summer 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course begins with an overview of the nomenclature of organic chemistry, 
and then delves into the chemistry of aliphatic and aromatic compounds 
including modern concepts of bonding, mechanisms, conformational analysis, 
and stereochemistry. 

Method of Evaluation 
Midterm 1 20%, Midterm 2 20%, Final Exam 40%, Lab Component 20%. 

The Experience 
Professor Pavelka is fantastic. Very clear and enthusiastic. She will do 
everything possible to help you exceed, including actively answering questions 
on the MyCourses discussion board. Professor Tsantrizos is a very clear 
lecturer and her notes are organized. She focuses a lot on mechanisms. The lab 
component can be tedious and time consuming, but overall not exceptionally 
difficult. 

Tips for Success  
Excelling in this course is dependent on the amount of practice you do and 
how you take advantage of your resources. Do all problem sets, attend/listen to 
recordings of tutorials, seek help from TAs, professors and fellow students on 
MyCourses, and do as many past exams as you can get your hands on. It would 
be very difficult to memorize all the different mechanisms covered so 
understanding how the electrons flow and being able to work out problems is 
very beneficial. If you want to succeed, do not leave this course until the last 
minute as there are a lot of material and practice problems to go through. Try 
to prepare and understand lab concepts in advance. TAs will often ask 
questions on lab content and material while you’re doing the lab. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
CHEM 110 or equivalent 
 
Corequisites:  
CHEM 120 or equivalent 

Class Size: >650 Students 

Textbook: 
Organic Chemistry (Solomon and 
Fryhe) 
Any organic chemistry textbook is fine. 
Supplementary, but useful for practice 
questions. 
 
Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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NSCI 200 
Introduction to Neuroscience I  

Instructor:  
Professor Ruthazer, Professor 
Stellwagen, Professor Murai 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 

Course Overview 
The course provides an introduction to how nerve cells generate action 
potentials, communicate with one another at synapses, develop synaptic 
connections, early brain development, and the construction of specific neural 
circuits. 

Method of Evaluation 
2 Midterms (15% each), Final Exams (70% of grade). Combination of 
multiple choice and short answer questions 

The Experience 
The course is 50% memorization and 50% application. All three professors 
were good lecturers and had concise lecture notes. The lectures provide tons of 
experimental examples and clarifications so it should be sufficient to 
understand the concepts of the course. The challenging part is being able to 
make connections between different concepts yourself, and also applying 
concepts to situations. 

Tips for Success  
This is not a course you can cram for. Since the material is cumulative, stay on 
top of your readings, do the online practice questions which come with your 
textbook, and go to tutorials. If you find you need more concise notes, consider 
buying the NTCs for this course. Though it is not a transcript of the class, the 
notes are organized in a logical manner and highlight key points. Remember a 
lot of this course is application, so memorizing everything will not ensure you 
do well in this course. Ask yourself questions while you’re studying such as, 
“what will happen if this channel closes?”, “what does an overabundance of 
this neurotransmitter do?”. Also remember formulas taught in class and do 
practical application problems if you can! 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 112, CHEM 110, CHEM 120, 
PHYS 101 or PHYS 131, and PHYS 
102 or PHYS 142.  
 
Pre/Corequisites:  
BIOL 200, CHEM 212 or permission of 
instructor 

Class Size: ~150 Students 

Textbook: 
Neuroscience (Purves) 
Not absolutely required, but highly 
recommended as lecture material is 
largely derived from textbook content. 
 
Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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NSCI 201 
Introduction to Neuroscience II  

Instructor:  
Prof. Evan Balaban 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course covers how the nervous system collects and integrates information 
from the environment, and how that information is processed and used to 
shape behavior. The course is split into two general sections: inputs to the 
nervous system (covered before the midterm) and processing, integration, and 
outputs (covered for the final exam).   

Method of Evaluation 
1 Midterm and 1 Final. The better mark is worth 66%, the worse mark 33%. A 
2% bonus mark is available from participating in psychology studies. It is also 
possible to raise you mark via bonus research paper reviews. Exams are 
multiple choice and Non-cumulative. 

The Experience   
NSCI 201 is intense. Each lecture covers many slides of material. Though 
seemingly overwhelming, this material can be understood if enough time is 
dedicated to this course. Both the midterm and final contain bonus questions, 
and there are several extra credit avenues to take advantage of. Overall, the 
class is highly relevant to the major, and will leave you feeling more prepared 
for the years to come. 

Tips for Success  
Do textbook readings! Balaban heavily bases his lecture material on the 
textbook, so readings are highly relevant. Know details and terminology of 
studied systems, as multiple-choice questions can be quite specific. Extra-
credit assignments can substantially raise your mark (by letters, even) so it is 
highly recommended that you do them. Professor Balaban is very 
knowledgeable about the subject matter, so don’t hesitate to ask him any 
questions. Consider viewing or reading over slides prior to lecture, as they can 
be quite dense and overwhelming in the 1.5 hour lectures. 

 Prerequisites:  
NSCI 200, PSYC 211 or permission of 
instructor 

Class Size: ~150 Students 

Textbook: 
Neuroscience (Purves) 
Highly recommended as there will be 
questions from the appendix that are not 
covered in lecture 
 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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NSCI 300 
Neuroethics  

Instructor:  
Profs. Veljko Dubljevic, Jennifer 
Fishman and numerous guest lecturers 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
The course provides an introduction to ethical issues arising from basic and 
clinical neuroscience. Topics include an overview of therapeutic, diagnostic, 
and research interventions in healthy individuals and those with mental and 
neurological disorders, and the implications of these interventions on society. 
Certain lectures discuss the legal and philosophical aspects of these topics, 
while others work from an ethical framework. 

Method of Evaluation 
10 lecture commentaries (30%), take-home midterm (25%), final paper (45%). 
The lecture commentaries (two pages double-spaced) are worth 3% each and 
due 1 week after the lecture. They require critical reflection on lecture and 
reading material. The midterm is given over a weekend. The midterm consists 
of answering 3 of 4 essay questions dealing the topics discussed over various 
lectures and readings. Unlike the midterm, the final paper is research-based 
and requires the student to make a clear argument. It is 14 pages double-spaced 
and is written on a topic of the student’s choice, and is due at the end of the 
semester.  

The Experience 
Neuroethics presents a variety of interesting topics in neuroscience that can 
lead to very meaningful class discussions. The quality of the class is very 
dependent on who is presenting, with certain presenters being better than 
others. There is next to no memorization in this course, as most of the 
evaluation is based on critical thinking and effective communication of ideas. 
There are 2-3 readings for each lecturer that are necessary to do if you want to 
do a lecture commentary on that lecture, so readings can pile up if not done on 
time.  

Tips for Success  
Go to class and get involved in the class discussions. Be familiar with what is 
expected from you as that will help a lot. Keeping the 4 principles of 
neuroethics in mind while writing will help your mark greatly. If you are 
unhappy with a mark you receive, talk to the TAs or the professors about it. If 
you can present a good reason why your mark should be raised, they will likely 
do so. The TAs are an exceptional resource, so don’t be afraid to approach 
them with any of your questions, especially when you are forming the thesis or 
outline of your final paper. 

 Prerequisites:  
NSCI 200, NSCI 201 or permission of 
instructor 

Class Size: ~75 Students 

Textbook: 
Pragmatic Neuroethics (Racine) 
The textbook is not required although it is 
an interesting read. Required readings are 
posted on myCourses each week by the 
lecturers.   

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are not recorded, slides are 
usually poasted  
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NSCI 400 
Neuroscience Seminar  

Instructor:  
Course coordinator: Dr. Ellis Cooper. 
Course secretary: Ms. Maria Dimas 
Semesters:  
Fall and Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
This course provides an excellent opportunity to make use of your 
neuroscience background to analyze current research. Students attend seminars 
from a list that includes research in neurobiology, physiology, psychology, and 
medicine. A list of about 10 seminars is provided at the beginning of each 
semester and you get the choice of which you would like to attend and write 
about.  

Method of Evaluation  
Each semester, students submit reports on 3 seminars. One report has a 3-page 
limit and is worth 25% (of the total 1 credit grade) and the other 2 reports have 
a 1-page limit and are worth 12.5% each (of the total 1 credit grade). Reports 
are due at 11:59pm one week after the seminar took place. Guidelines are 
given on what to include in the report.  

The Experience 
The course is a little bit more work than 0.5 credits sounds like, but is not 
overly hard. It’s a good window into what the world of academia is like. 
Seminars are usually pretty fast paced and a lot of information is thrown at 
you, but the goal is to understand the gist of the seminar. The three-page 
assignment is actually a little bit easier because it is difficult to fit it all in 
material into one page. 

Tips for Success  
You can attend any three seminars, but don’t wait until the last three of the 
semester. Some of the speakers are not as good as others, and it can be very 
hard writing an assignment for a seminar you didn’t understand. When you go 
into the seminar, write down the subheadings for the information you need to 
get (hypothesis, results, etc) before the speaker starts talking and then fill them 
in during the talk. Have your ideas organized while the seminar is still fresh in 
your mind. The marking is mostly based on content, so make sure to include as 
much as you can from the seminar in each assignment, but focus only on the 
major details. 

 Prerequisites:  
NSCI 200, NSCI 201, and NSCI 300 

Class Size: ~100 People per Seminar 

Textbook: 
None 

Lecture Recordings:  
Recording lectures are forbidden  
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PSYC 311 
Human Cognition and the Brain  

Instructor:  
Prof. Michalakis Petrides 
Semesters:  
Fall/Summer 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
PSYC 311 takes a lesion studies approach to understand the basis of human 
cognition. Topics covered include perception, attention, language, learning and 
memory, planning and organization. While the effects of brain lesions on 
cognition are the primary means by which these topics are explored, 
neuroimaging techniques are also covered.  

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm (30%) and Final (70%), all multiple choice  

The Experience 
While there are no slides or lecture recording for PSYC 311, the course is still 
a favourite among neuroscience students. Professor Petrides is a riveting 
lecturer and he explains every topic in an extremely approachable manner. 
Many of the students don’t have a strong science background so you should 
not have a fear of the topics being explained in an overly complex manner. 
While the midterm is relatively easy, the exam is very challenging. Professor 
Petrides is a big fan of the “none of the above” option so expect lots of difficult 
choices. Also, make sure to do the readings as they are tested heavily on the 
final exam (but not so much on the midterm).  

Tips for Success  
Attend every class and do the readings! Even though there are no slides and the 
lectures aren’t recorded, everything is covered multiple times so don’t worry if 
you miss something the first time. Also, while the midterm doesn’t ask many 
questions off the readings, knowing the reading material is essential for the 
final exam. Don’t be afraid to ask questions; Professor Petrides is super 
friendly and is more than happy to talk after class (and his TAs, too). 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
None 

Class Size: ~350 

Textbook:  
Coursepack 
~$50 new, recommended especially for 
the final exam 

Lecture Recordings:  
No, but the Psychology Student Society 
offer NTCs which are transcripts of the 
class 
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BIOL 309 
Mathematical Models in Biology  

Instructor:  
Professor Leon Glass 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
Application of finite difference and differential equations to problems in cell 
and developmental biology, ecology and physiology. Qualitative, quantitative 
and graphical techniques are used to analyze mathematical models and solve 
biological problems. 

Method of Evaluation  
Five homework assignments 10%, class quiz (midterm) 20%, research article  
critique 20%, final exam 50%. 

The Experience 
Very interesting course. Though the material may at first seem confusing and 
somewhat daunting, the pace moves relatively slowly and there are many 
resources (textbook, conferences, office hours) to help you better understand 
the material. Professor Glass can be somewhat disorganized at times, but he 
keeps class interesting and is extremely knowledgeable on the subject. 

Tips for Success  
Taking the course as a U1 student can be helpful, as calculus will be fresh in 
your mind. Do assignments and practice with previous exams. Professor Glass 
tends to re-use certain question “types”, which you will get good at identifying 
and answering with practice. Go to tutorials, they are very helpful.  Find a 
study/assignment group to tackle tougher problems! 

BIOL 309 vs MATH 222 
Many students may find this to be a more relaxed and more neuroscience-
relevant alternative to Calculus 3. You’ll leave the course with a different 
perspective on mathematics and computation in neuroscience. 

 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
One year of calculus 

Class Size: ~50 

Textbook:  
Understanding Nonlinear Dynamics 
(Daniel Kaplan and Leon Glass)  
$50 used. Absolutely essential and very 
helpful. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Yes, very little slide usage, mostly 
whiteboard teaching.  
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BIOL 373 
Biometry  

Instructor:  
Dr. Brian Leung 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course provides a great introduction to the statistical analysis of biological 
data. There is a large emphasis on the assumptions that statistical tests and 
models make, as well as how to choose the correct test for the data rather than 
necessarily how to implement the test itself. The statistical software R is used 
in the laboratory. Tests discussed include: t-test, single- and multiple-factor 
ANOVAs, MANOVAs, repeated measures, regression, chi-square, and post 
hoc tests, among others. General themes include: probability, normal 
distributions, data transformations, and general issues with statistical analysis 
of data.  

Method of Evaluation 
Class Assignments (20%), Lab Assignments (25%), Final Exam (55%). Class 
assignments are due 24h after every lecture. They take approximately 15-30 
minutes if you know what you are doing, but much longer if you do not. There 
are about 11 laboratory sessions with assignments based on using the statistical 
software R. The final examination is short and long answer.  

The Experience 
This course is much more demanding than PSYC 305, but students do learn a 
lot. Dr. Leung has fairly straight-forward slides, and he does an adequate job 
explaining complex concepts. He is very willing to take questions in class and 
to speak to students after class if they have problems. The class does move 
quickly, but assignments following each lecture ensure students stay on top of 
concepts. Although there is no midterm, there are many problems assigned 
(marked) and given (unmarked) for practice for the final.  

Tips for Success  
The final is hard. Focus on doing well on lab and class assignments since these 
are much easier and there is a lot of support to help you do well on them. TAs 
are a great resource for both the lab and class assignments. They will meet 
with you to answer questions before each assignment is due. Talk to Dr. Leung 
after class as he tends to be better at explaining things in a one-on-one setting. 
Finally, the most essential aspect of the class is knowing the assumptions of 
each test and understanding exactly when and why to employ them. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
MATH 112 or equivalent 

Class Size: ~100 

Textbook:  
Biostatistical Analysis, 5 ed. 
Prentice Hall (Zar JH) 
Used: $80; 
The textbook is required for laboratory 
work, and is great for practice questions. 
Many of the assignment questions are 
similar to those found in the textbook. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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COMP 202 
Foundations of Programming  

Instructor: Dan Pomerantz, Jonathan 
Tremblay; Bettina Kemme, Jonathan Tremblay 

Semesters:  
Fall/Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
In COMP 202 you learn how to program using Java as your first programming 
language. The basics of creating loops, setting variables, and being introduced 
to object oriented programming are covered. This is an introductory 
programming course where you need no prior knowledge of programming. 

Method of Evaluation  
5 assignments (40%, 8% each), a midterm (20%) and a final (40%). These are 
subject to change depending on professor/semester. 

The Experience 
Dan is an excellent teacher and really makes it easy to understand the concepts 
of the course. If you ever don’t understand something, he will make a great 
effort to explain things outside of class as well. If it is your first time 
programming the assignments can take a long time, but in retrospect they are 
really quite simple. The difficulty of the midterm and final seems to vary year 
to year, but typically it is not overly difficult. The midterm and final exams are 
now multiple choice instead of the previous hand-written format! 

Tips for Success  
Talking about the concepts with friends is a great way to gain a better 
understanding of the material or solve some of the problems in the 
assignments. However, it is recommended that you try everything yourself 
first. If you need help the TAs for the course are very knowledgeable, but of 
course “Dan The Man” is, well, the man! There is plenty of support online for 
learning java as well, which are relatively easy to navigate your way through. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
None 

Class Size: 100-150 

Textbook:  
How to Think Like a Computer 
Scientist  
Not necessary but can be helpful if you 
are struggling   

Lecture Recordings:  
Usually not recorded, slides are 
provided 
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MATH 222 
Calculus 3 (Intermediate Calculus)  

Instructor: Nathan Grieve, Payman L 
Kassaei (Fall) Dmitry Jakobson (Winter) 

Semesters:  
Fall/Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course picks up where MATH 141 left off. Topics include multiple 
integrals, Newton’s method, parametric curves and arc length, partial 
differentiation, directional derivatives over polar and spherical coordinates. 
The basics of vector geometry are also reviewed. 

Method of Evaluation  
Your final mark will be the largest of the following: 15% Assignments + 25% 
Midterm + 60% Final OR 15% Assignments + 85% Final 

The Experience 
With certain professors, you will find that you will be left to make sense of the 
material with the textbook you have, using online references to clarify topics 
when needed. This is commonly what happens when in Professor Jonsson’s 
lectures. In Rogers’ lectures, the majority of students found that his examples 
made everything clear to go straight to completing the assignments. There are 
about six assignments throughout the semester and one take home midterm has 
been given out in the past (worth 10%). Ample time is given to complete the 
assignments, be sure to have time set aside to start and finish the midterm in 
time. 

Tips for Success  
Give yourself more than the last day to finish assignments before they are due. 
Also be sure to keep organized notes to know which notes you should draw 
from for certain assignments. And go to class! These lectures are not recorded 
and the best way to learn is in the lecture environment instead of from 
someone else’s notes. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
MATH 140/141 and/or 133 

Class Size: 100ish 

Textbook:  
Stewart or Adams Intermediate 
Calculus 
Find out which one you prefer by 
skimming through in the bookstore. 
Adams is needed for engineers 
traditionally. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Usually lectures are not recorded 
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PSYC 305 
Statistics for Experimental Design  

Instructor: Rhonda Amsel (Fall, Summer); 
Heungsun Hwang (Winter) 
Semesters:  
Fall/Winter/Summer  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
Basic statistics overview. Introduction to ANOVA, planned and post hoc tests 
and correlational analysis.  Introduction to the consideration of statistics in the 
design of experiments and to critical analysis of statistical methods in 
psychology. 

Method of Evaluation  
Hwang: 8 assignments worth 40%, midterm worth 25% and final worth 35% 
(final and midterm are multiple choice).  
Amsel: 3 assignments worth 25%, midterm worth 20% and final worth 55% 
(final and midterm are multiple choice). 

The Experience 
Hwang: Lectures covered exactly what was in the slides. Assignments are 
done in SPSS (stats software used in most labs) and can be completed during 
the mandatory tutorials. 

Amsel: Assignments are done by hand. Really good professor, moves at a very 
reasonable pace to ensure proper understanding.  Learning is centred around 
the mandatory course pack, which is used for note-taking in lecture.  Lots of 
examples are used in class to illustrate concepts that will be applied to a variety 
of problems (also provided in the course pack).  Emphasis is not especially 
placed on memorization apart from the basic terminology (formulas are 
provided on exams for the most part), while questions focus more on 
understanding basic statistical reasoning. 

Tips for Success  
Hwang: Assignments are very straightforward if you read the TA 
handouts.   If you fully understand them, the midterm will be no problem. The 
final tends to be more challenging and requires memorizing every detail of all 
course material (slides, assignments, TA handouts). It was definitely a surprise 
compared to the rest of the course.   
 
Amsel: Assignments are formative: submitted once, then marked by the TA 
with the opportunity for making corrections and re-grading.  Make sure to 
correct mistakes and resubmit for full points. Bring the coursepack to class and 
follow along with her. Understand the logic behind the calculations because 
she will ask for definitions and explanations on the final.  Supplementary 
readings in optional texts Ferguson (text from PSYC 204) and Olson (available 
in course-pack format at the bookstore) can help in gaining additional 
background, especially if taking PSYC 305 without PSYC 204. 
 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PSYC 204 (don’t be afraid to register 
without this) 

Class Size: 300 

Textbook:  
Course pack (Amsel) or No Book 
(Hwang) 
Available at the bookstore for about $20 
which is a necessity 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are not recorded  
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Bio   

BIOC 212 
Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Function   

Instructors:  
Jason Young, Thomas Duchaine, Arnim
Pause, Maxime Bouchard 
Semester: Winter 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
An introductory course describing the biochemistry and molecular biology of 
selected keyfunctions of animal cells, including gene expression, 
mitochondrial production of metabolic energy, cellular communication with 
the extracellular environment and regulation of cell division.  

Method of Evaluation  
Non-cumulative, multiple choice 46% midterm and 54% final.  

The Experience 
All of the lecturers are quite good. They are experts in their field (ex. Arnim 
Pause is a cancer researcher, and teaches the cancer part of the course) and 
generally clear with their speaking and slides. The course experience consists 
of a lot of work and memorization. The material is completely from lecture, 
but it is very thorough, especially the material for the first midterm in previous 
years. 

Tips for Success  
Making clear notes is key.  This may be true for any course, but BIOC 212 
throws so much information at you that it is your responsibility - and in your 
best interest - to keep that information understandable to YOU. 

Versus BIOL 201 
BIOL 201 seems to have a greater emphasis on cell cycles and specifics of 
metabolism (glycolysis, citric acid cycle) and BIOC 212 has a greater 
emphasis on specific proteins and their interactions (heat shock proteins, how 
cancer affects cell growth). Different students have different opinions on both 
courses, but most agree that both courses are quite challenging. BIOC 212 is 
non-cumulative, BIOL 201 is cumulative. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200 

Class Size: 200 

Textbook:  
Molecular Cell Biology, 7e (Lodish) 
Supplementary; all testable information 
is provided in lecture. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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BIOC 311 
Metabolic Biochemistry   

Instructors: 
Julie St-Pierre, Martin Schmeing, 
Robert Kiss, Josee Dostie, Bhushan Nagar 
Semester: Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course delves further into some of the ideas and concepts covered in BIOL
 201 and BIOC 212, as well as introducing new topics. Metabolic systems and 
their regulation are covered at a molecular, cellular and organ level. Chemical 
concepts and mechanisms of enzymatic catalysis are also emphasized. Topics 
include carbohydrate, lipid and nitrogen metabolism; complex lipids and 
biological membranes; and hormonal signal transduction. 

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm (35%) and Final (65%). Both are a mix of multiple choice and short 
answer. The final is cumulative. 

The Experience 
While conceptually the course is not difficult, it is extremely memorization 
heavy. There are a huge amount of enzymes and tons different pathways that 
you need to memorize. If memorizing is not your thing, this course is 
definitely not recommended. However this also means that this course does not 
require a huge time commitment outside of studying for midterms and exams. 
Everything you need to know is in the slides, you just need to make sure you 
understand it. The midterm is reasonable and only covers the first month of 
class, but the final exam is cumulative and is rather challenging.  

Tips for Success  
Repetition, repetition, repetition. The key to remembering everything is to go 
over it over and over and over again. Also if you can’t remember everything, 
determine the key features of each pathway as those are what the exams will 
focus on (hint: the regulatory steps!). The TAs in past years have also been 
an excellent resource and they provide a different perspective on the course, so 
be sure to check out the tutorials if you have time! 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200, BIOL 201 or BIOC 212, and 
CHEM 222 

Class Size: 350 

Textbook:  
Biochemistry (Voet) 
Supplementary; all testable information 
is provided in lecture.  

Lecture Recordings: 
Lectures are Recorded and slides are 
posted.  
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BIOL 201 
Cell Biology and Metabolism   

Instructors:  
Gary Brouhard and Gregory Brown 
Semester:  
Winter 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
BIOL 201 provides an in depth view of the inner workings of the cell. 
Beginning with metabolism, the course will work its way through the 
concepts of cellular respiration, photosynthesis, protein transport, the 
cytoskeleton, cell motility, mitosis, cell signalling and much more. By the end 
you will leave with a much better understanding of how a cell operates. 

Method of Evaluation  
6 Quizzes, the worst of which is dropped (10%), midterm (25%) and final 
exam (65%), all of which are multiple choice. 

The Experience 
BIOL 201 is highly enjoyable course and is generally well received by 
students. While much of the course is memorization based, the course 
manages to remain interesting and engaging. The material is presented in a 
clear and organized manner, and the professors describe the concepts in ways 
that are accessible even without an extensive biology background.  All slides 
and lectures are posted online if you can’t make it to class.  The final section of 
the class overlaps quite a bit with NSCI 200/201, which can prove helpful.  

Tips for Success  
Don’t put all your energy into memorization! Memorizing every detail is not 
helpful for the exam unless you understand the context of the details you are 
memorizing. Knowing the facts does serve as a tool for understanding how 
different cellular processes fit together. The best approach is to focus on 
understanding the problems that the cell is trying to solve, and then learn how 
the problem is solved. Many of the questions require consideration of what 
might happen if the cellular systems are perturbed.  The metabolism section 
focuses on the common theme of regulation, while the intracellular/vesicular 
transport section emphasizes key distinctions between different pathways. 
While the midterm is relatively straightforward, the difficulty of the final has 
caught a lot of students in the past. Be prepared! Professor Brouhard is a fan of 
the “choose the best/most likely answer” type questions, so be ready for some 
difficult choices. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200 

Class Size: 600 

Textbook:  
Molecular Cell Biology, 7e (Lodish)  
Biochemistry 7e (Berg et al) 
Biochemistry is available in a special 
condensed soft-cover at the bookstore. 
Textbooks are optional and the course is
 easily manageable without them. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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BIOL 202 
Basic Genetics   

Instructors: 
Daniel Schoen, Mario Chevrette, David Hipfner (
Winter); David Dankort, David Hipfner 
(Summer) 
Semesters: Winter and Summer 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course is an applied approach to learning about the genetics of organisms 
How are traits inherited? What regulates gene expression? How do genes 
interact within the organism? How are genetics analyzed at the population and 
ecological level?  How can genetics help us understand cancer, its inheritance, 
and its pathogenesis? Finally, how does gene expression change through 
organismal development and how does the environment influence this? These 
are core questions that are approached in a more practical and example 
based manner than one might be accustomed to from other molecular biology 
courses. 

Method of Evaluation  
Multiple choice midterm (35%) and final (65%).  

The Experience 
BIOL 202 is not all about memorization; it requires you to memorize a few 
details, but the application of knowledge to actual problems and experiments is
more important.  While the lectures present key examples and basic concepts, 
solving problems often requires an extrapolation of what was covered in 
lecture. This course can be challenging, as it involves a lot of thinking and 
problem-solving, but it is also a refreshing break from pure memorization and 
regurgitation of lecture material. While the midterm material tends to be more 
straightforward application of probability and Mendelian genetics, the final 
brings in the added complexity of molecular genetic concepts and cancer 
genetics, which can prove to be quite tricky.  

Tips for Success  
Do all the assigned practice problems, even the ones you think are easy. Often 
times, it is only through doing the practice questions that you realize you do 
not truly understand a concept. In addition, the practice problems cover 
intricacies of the concepts that are not clearly focused on during lectures. Aim 
for a high mark on the midterm; it provides a cushion for the sure to be tough 
final.  

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200 

Class Size: 600 

Textbook: 
Introduction to Genetic Analysis 
(Griffiths et al.) 
The Genetic Basis of Cancer 
(Pearson) – selected chapters; 
custom McGill course pack available 
Highly recommended. The problem 
provide a lot of the practice that is 
necessary to develop a familiarity 
with genetic analysis and the 
chapters assigned as readings help 
clarify material. 

Lecture Recordings:   
Lectures are recorded and slides are 
posted 
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MIMM 214 
Introductory Immunology: Elements of Immunity  

Instructor:  
Joaquin Madrenas  
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
An introduction to molecular and cellular players of the immune system that 
act to maintain human defenses against pathogens. The course first covers 
different aspects of the innate and adaptive immune responses, which cells are 
responsible for them, and then transitions into application of this knowledge to 
clinical cases and to pathologies. 

Method of Evaluation  
Multiple choice midterm (35%) and final (65%) exams. Questions in the final 
exam are based on case studies. Quizzes posted on myCourses are not for 
marks.  

The Experience 
While the course requires memorization of specific proteins, cell types, and 
immune response profiles, the key material is clearly indicated by the 
Professor Madrenas. Exam questions require assessment of situations 
presented and the most likely outcomes. Being able to apply knowledge of the 
human immune system to clinical cases will be important. Professor Madrenas 
is definitely one of the more dynamic and engaging teachers at McGill, with an 
interactive teaching style. It will definitely seem overwhelming at first with his 
teaching style, but everything WILL click together by the time finals come 
around. 

Tips for Success  
The textbook readings (indicated for each lecture) are helpful for 
understanding the course content; however, the level of detail in the text goes 
far beyond examinable material. Professor Madrenas tends to include just one 
question testing information only found in the textbook. The professor 
emphasizes the importance of reading the textbook and the lectures follow the 
textbook quite closely. Ultimately, it will be important to know the lecture 
material in depth and to pay attention to the examples from class. Participation, 
while sometimes intimidating, can be a good test for your level of 
understanding of the material. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200 
 
Corequisites:  
BIOL 201 or BIOC 212  

Class Size: ~200 

Textbook:  
Janeway’s Immunobiology, 8e 
(Murphy) 
Recommended but not absolutely 
necessary. Online versions can be 
found.  

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are mostly recorded but “Case 
Studies” are not. Slides are mostly 
posted but sometimes, Professor 
Madrenas will post blank slides to 
encourage class attendance or put a quiz 
on myCourses that you need to get a 
certain mark on to be able to download 
the slides. 
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PHGY 311 
Channels, Synapses, and Hormones   

Instructors:  
Ellis Cooper, Pejmun Haghighi, Reza 
Sharif-Naeini, Jesper Sjostrom 
Semester: Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course basically takes Dr. Ruthazer’s section from NSCI 200 and goes 
much more in-depth and provides more experimental detail.  Dr. Cooper 
covers the basics: how different ions contribute to the resting potential of the 
cells and the formation of action potentials. Dr. Haghighi covers 
neurotransmitters, their receptors, and synaptic transmission. Dr. Sjostrom’s 
section focuses on mechanisms of LTP and LTD and introduces the idea of 
spike-timing dependent plasticity. Dr. Sharif-Naeini’s section takes the ideas 
learned in the previous sections and applies them to studying neuropathic pain. 

Method of Evaluation  
There are 5 in-class tests and an open-book final exam. Two grading 
schemes are used: 
4 out of the 5 class test marks (20%) + 80% final OR 
5 out of 5 class tests (30%) + 70% final. 
The scheme that gives you the highest mark is used. 

The Experience 
There is an in-class test roughly every two weeks, which is stressful, but it 
forces you to stay caught up with the material. Therefore you will not need 
to cram for the final. The course gives you a new perspective on how the 
brain functions at the level of neurophysiology. It gets you thinking about how 
the excitability of neurons and neural networks can modulate behavioural 
outputs. 

Tips for Success  
Keep up with the material so you are prepared for the quizzes and go to the 
professors if you need help (they are very accessible). Attend the tutorials if 
particular concepts are unclear. Problem sets are posted and are very similar to 
the exams, so make sure to do them, and to understand why your answer was 
correct or incorrect. Check your calculations carefully and also compare 
solutions with a friend, since answers are not posted. You are allowed to bring 
a single sided “cheat sheet” into every quiz and exam, so you know the 
emphasis will be on understanding and not memorization. An understanding 
of the experimental methods used in electrophysiology is required so pay 
attention to this material in class. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PHGY 209 or equivalent (i.e. NSCI 
200) or permission of instructor 

Class Size: 230 

Textbook:  
Principles of Neural Science 
(Kandel)  
You do not really need to use the 
textbook; all of the questions are doable 
from the lecture material and from the 
sample questions provided. This is also 
the text for PHGY 314. 

Lecture Recordings:  
No, but Physiology Undergraduate 
League of Students (PULS) posts a 
voice recording online that is accessible 
to everyone. Slides are posted but 
occasionally Prof. Haghighi will use the 
chalkboard 
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ANAT 321 
Circuitry of the Human Brain   

Instructor:  
Prof. David Ragsdale  
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course focuses on how neuronal systems are designed to subserve specific 
motor, sensory, and cognitive operations. Fall 2013 was the first session taught 
by Professor Ragsdale, and was a major shift in subject matter and difficulty 
level from the previous incarnation of the course. With Professor Ragsdale, the 
class is NSCI200/201 lite, presenting a vastly simplified version of the material 
covered in these courses. 3 hours of lectures per week, 2 hours of lab every 
other week. Note that the lab relies solely on gross anatomy slides, and there is 
no wet lab component to this course. 

Method of Evaluation  
No midterm. 25% lab final (written identification of 20 structures from 
pictures) and 75% final exam based on lecture material.  Lecture-based final is 
entirely multiple choice. 

The Experience 
Dr. Ragsdale teaches ANAT321 as a conceptual anatomy class. He is an 
engaging lecturer, and his neuroanatomy explanations are very elegant. This 
course is a nice overview of the organization of the nervous system, and is 
taught at a level of detail that is less than what neuroscience students will 
already know coming into the course. Evaluations for the class were extremely 
straightforward; as a result the class had an A average in Fall 2013. 

Tips for Success  
The lab final is straightforward identification of structures discussed in lab. 
The final exam for the course is straightforward multiple choice about basic 
concepts about the nervous system. However, beware - the course may be 
made more challenging in future years due to the sky-high average in 2013! 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
ANAT/BIOC 212 or BIOL 201; and one 
of PHGY 209, NSCI 200 or PSYC 211; 
or permission of instructor  
 
Class Size: 280 

Textbook:  
Clinical Neuroanatomy Made 
Ridiculously Easy (Goldberg S)  
This book is not necessary for this 
course, and Dr. Ragsdale makes no 
reference to it in the course. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Yes! Slides are usually posted in 
advance. 
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BIOL 306 
Neural Basis of Behaviour  

Instructor: Prof. Gerald Pollack, Prof. 
Joseph Dent, Prof. Alanna Watt 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The first part of the course is cellular neurophysiology very similar to 
Professor Ruthazer’s section of NSCI 200. Keep your NSCI 200 notes - they 
will prove useful in this course! The majority of the course is covering the 
neural basis of interesting animal behaviors: directional hearing in barn owls, 
electrolocation in fish, jumping bugs, echolocation, and visual system 
development. Neural networks of population coding, central pattern 
generators, and command systems are also covered. The last part of the course 
is about genes and behaviours such as language, circadian rhythms, sleep, 
aggression, and sexual behaviour. 

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm 1 (25%), Midterm 2 (30%), Final (45%). Exams are a mixture of 
short and medium answer questions. Exams are not cumulative. 

The Experience 
This course presents a unique perspective in the neuroscience degree. It 
focuses on animal physiology to study animal physiology - rather than to 
primarily explain human physiology, although this is touched on in the genes 
and behaviours sections at the end of the course. Dr. Dent’s neurophysiology 
midterm is extremely calculation based regarding the electrophysiological 
properties of neurons. The remaining exams are more problem 
solving/evidence based. A lot of the exam questions emphasize explaining 
what experiments/evidence led to certain conclusions. Compared to PHGY 
314, there is much less information to memorize for this course and there is no 
paper. 

Tips for Success  
For the electrophysiology section, do the practice questions Dent gives! This 
first midterm is the hardest exam of the course. For the neuroethology and 
genes and behaviour material, reviewing Q-and-A-style study notes is very 
helpful. The professors do a good job of citing the research they cover in class, 
so if there’s an important experiment you don’t understand, look it up! Fully 
understanding of the experiment really helps with the written questions and 
even understanding the abstract can make you look like a genius on the exam. 
Also, include diagrams in your exam answers to help communicate your ideas! 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PHYS 102 or PHYS 142 or CEGEP 
Physics and one of the following: BIOL 
201, ANAT 212, BIOC 212 or NSCI 
200 
 
Restrictions: 
BIOL 306 and PHGY 314 cannot be 
both taken for credit. 

Class Size: ~200 

Textbook:  
Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour 
(Simmons PJ, Young D) 
The text is recommended, but not 
required. Exams will cover only 
material given in lectures. The textbook 
is short and cheap, but completely 
unnecessary! 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded, slides are posted. 
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COMP 206 
Introduction to Software Systems  

Instructor:  
Joseph Vybihal 
Semesters:  
Fall, Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
COMP 206 aims to provide students with a wide range of programming 
methods. The course begins with how the UNIX operating system functions 
and then moves on to BASH scripting, C, PERL, and Python programming, 
and the basics of HTML.  Developmental tools like make and various version 
control systems are also introduced. 

Method of Evaluation  
5 Assignments (25%), midterm (25%) and final exam (50%) consisting of both 
multiple choice and long answer questions. 

The Experience 
In contrast to COMP 202, COMP 206 is far more technical. Concepts are 
covered at a much greater pace, and they often aren’t covered is as much detail 
as one would desire. The professors do the best to teach the core concepts, but 
due to the nature of the material, much of it ends up being self taught. 
Assignments can be long and tedious but are ultimately rewarding, and truly 
allow you to learn how to program. The midterms and exams are challenging 
but fair and they require you to write code by hand. 

Tips for Success  
Make use of internet resources! Not surprisingly, there are many programmers 
on the internet, and they can offer all kinds of help from answering specific 
questions to explaining concepts in an accessible manner. Also ensure that you 
practice your programming. You may conceptually understand the material, 
but you must be able to use it to solve practical problems. Be sure to also 
practice writing code by hand or you may have difficulty on the exam. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
COMP 202 or COMP 250 

Class Size: 200 

Textbook:  
Software Systems (Vybihal & Azar) 
Useful, but not required. Note that there 
are some errors in it.  

Lecture Recordings:  
Availability of audio recording depends 
on what room the class is in for the 
semester.  Slides are posted online.  
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PHGY 314 
 Integrative Neuroscience  

Instructor: Kathleen E Cullen, Paul Khayat, 
Christopher Pack, Amir Shmuel, Melissa 
Vollrath, Maurice Chacron, Reza Sharif Naeini  
Semesters: Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 

Overview of various sensory systems, supplemented with analysis of recent 
papers (1-2 per professor, discussed in-depth during the lecture). Professors 
teach an average of 5 lectures each.  The course covers the auditory system, 
visual system, motor control, resting brain networks (using fMRI) and 
cognitive functions (emotion, learning, memory). 

Method of Evaluation  

32% midterm, 20% final paper, 48% final.  Midterm and final are multiple 
choice. 

The Experience 

The course is very similar to NSCI 201. For the final and midterm, focus on 
memorization, even of seemingly unimportant details. Overall, after taking 
NSCI 201, the course served as a refresher course and a chance to consolidate 
material from NSCI 201. Less material was covered and the pace is much 
slower. The course can feel disorganized at times due to the large number of 
lecturers, but by the end everything is covered. 

Tips for Success  
Focus on slide content and papers posted on myCourses.  Most professors will 
ask conceptual and straightforward questions (in particular Dr. Shmuel), 
however, keep an eye open for bold writing on the slides or topics where 
professors spend more time during class because these may be key details that 
will be on the exam.  Do the readings and understand the goal and results of 
each paper presented, but no need to memorize protocol details, etc.  The 
grading on the final paper was not too strict, but it definitely depends on whose 
paper you have to write. Using NSCI 201 slides or lectures to study for some 
of the topics of PHGY 314 can definitely be useful because of their many 
overlapping subjects and the clarity of the delivery of the content of NSCI 201. 

 Prerequisites:  
PHGY 209 (or NSCI 200/201) 

Class Size: ~200 

Textbook:  
Principles of Neural Science 
(Kandel, Schwartz, Jessell) 
Unnecessary but important for other 
classes, about $150 new. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded, slides are posted. 
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LING 390 
The Neuroscience of Language   

Instructor:  
Yosef Grodzinsky  
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
LING 390 aims to bring together neuroscience and linguistics in order to 
understand language and language disorders. The focus is on linguistic 
capacities in the healthy and damaged brain. The first part of the course 
focuses on the neuroanatomy and neuroimaging of language, the second part 
focuses on syntax (sentence structure) and syntax deficits in aphasia. The end 
of the course strives to integrate the perspectives from linguistic research and 
neuroscience, but mostly involves discussion of the (un)reliability of 
neuroimaging, problems of cross-linguistic variability, and other problems that 
limit the ability to draw conclusions about language and the brain.  

Method of Evaluation  
In previous years the grading was based on 3 assignments worth 20% each, 
and a final exam worth 40%. The questions can be ambiguous-to-impossible, 
and your submission is limited to a single page, so it can be difficult to address 
what the grader is looking for. The questions on the final are similar to the 
assignments. 

The Experience 
The reading list is well-structured and fairly comprehensive- Kandel, 
Chomsky, Fodor etc. (you can skip a lot of the neuroscience readings at the 
beginning of the course) with a bias towards Professor Grodzinsky’s own work 
towards the end of the class. However, the lecture material was fairly 
disorganized, and a lot of time was spent on topics that didn’t seem relevant to 
the “big picture” of the course. LING 390 really emphasizes skepticism of 
neuroscientific findings. The high points of this course - cytoarchitectonics, 
language localization, and aphasias- overlap significantly with the material of 
PSYC 311. Professor Grodzinsky presents a contrasting viewpoint of findings 
covered in PSYC 311, so students who have already taken PSYC 311 may feel 
that this course didn’t effectively build on prior knowledge.  

Tips for Success  
It is helpful to go over the assignment questions in groups. The class has a lot 
of linguistics and cognitive science students, and brainstorming with peers 
from different disciplines can really help with interpreting the question and 
developing your perspective.  

 

 Prerequisites:  
An introductory course in Linguistics, 
Psychology, or Neuroscience at the 200 
level or above 
 
Class Size: 20-40 students 

Textbook:  
Selected Readings 

Lecture Recordings:  
Not recorded 
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PSYC 213 
Cognition  

Instructor:  
Jelena Ristic  
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
PSYC 213 is a broad introduction to human cognition, covering perception, 
attention, memory, language, and intelligence.  

Method of Evaluation  
There are two midterms, and your midterm mark is worth 35%, but only the 
midterm you did best on is counted. The final is worth 65% and is cumulative. 
There is a 100% final option, if you choose to skip both midterms, but this is 
certainly not recommended for best results. Everything is multiple choice- 50-
60 questions in 60 minutes! There is also the option to participate in the 
psychology subject pool for an extra 2%! 

The Experience 
The material presented in this class is not difficult, but the vocabulary and 
large number of theories covered means you do need to put some time into 
studying for the exams. The lectures and textbook material overlap very well, 
but it is still necessary to study from the textbook.  

Tips for Success  
Reading the textbook is necessary for this course. There is a lot of jargon to 
learn (a lot of which is quite nuanced and many theories overlap) and your 
performance on the multiple-choice format exams will depend on knowing the 
definitions (Einstellug effect! Decision demons! Hoffding function! 
Pandemonium! Oh my!). Also, go to the midterm review sessions, even if you 
did well on the exam! Professor Ristic will reuse midterm questions on the 
final.  

 

 Prerequisites:  
One previous course in psychology is 
recommended (but don’t sweat it if you 
haven’t taken one) 

Class Size: 600+ 

Textbook:  
Cognition (4th edition) 
by Benjafield et al. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded.  
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PSYC 302 
Psychology of Pain   

Instructor:  
Jeffrey Mogil 
Semesters:  
Fall; Taught in even years in alternation 
with Genes and Behaviour 

   
 

 

Course Overview 
An introduction to pain research and theory, with emphasis on the interactions 
of psychological, cultural and physiological factors in pain perception. The 
role of these factors in clinical pain and its management by pharmacological 
and non-pharmacological means will be discussed.  

Method of Evaluation  
Two midterms (22.5% each) and final exam (45%) were multiple choice along 
with short answer. There is an assignment that requires you to write a 
critique/annotation of any paper published in a journal with the word “Pain” in 
the journal title (10%). 

The Experience 
It is easy to do well in this course as long as you put in the time and effort. The 
material is a bit dry at the beginning but it gets better towards the end. The 
exams were very straightforward. Dr. Mogil made the examinable material 
very fair and is also transparent about the grading. After each exam he presents 
statistical information about class performance and also drops any “unfair” 
questions (if a large portion of the class who did well got it wrong).  The 
readings were very well organized. Dr. Mogil is an enthusiastic instructor, 
open to input from students and very open to discussion after class or after 
exams.   

Tips for Success  
Stay on top of the material and you will be fine! Sometimes it feels like there is 
an overwhelming amount of sheer information, but you are only expected to 
remember reasonable facts. In addition, dividing the course quite clearly for 
the midterms makes studying for the course in “chunks” a lot easier. Forming 
reading groups for the papers and assigning each person a paper to read and 
take notes on is very useful, as a small portion of each exam will be on content 
only covered in the readings 

 Prerequisites:  
Any of the following: NSCI 201, PSYC 
211, PSYC 212 or permission of 
instructor. 

Class Size: ~150 

Textbook:  
No textbook, papers were assigned as 
readings. 

Lecture Recordings:  
All lectures are recorded. Class slides 
and papers are posted on myCourses 
before class. 
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PSYC 317 
Genes and Behaviour  

Instructor:  
Jeffrey Mogil 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
Professor Mogil engages the class in a breadth of information all defining what 
we know so far about the implications of genes in behaviour. What is heredity? 
How many genes influence a trait? How can we test for these things? A basic 
overview of the molecular biology concepts studied in BIOL 200 will be 
reviewed before explaining how they can be used in molecular genetics 
research to study how they may influence behaviour. He also gives a brief 
history of the field of genetics and how it has changed as knowledge in the 
field has advanced. 

Method of Evaluation  
2 Midterms worth 20% each (non-cumulative). Final exam worth 45% 
(cumulative). Research paper worth 15%, with a topic randomly selected by 
yourself (you take a piece of paper from a box with a topic on it). 

The Experience 
The lectures are not densely filled with information. The lecture slides provide 
give a good amount of information but you will definitely want to take notes 
from what Professor Mogil says as well to get a complete understanding. The 
midterms are easier because you have less information on each, but keep in 
mind they prepare you well for the final! The research paper is essentially a 
brief review of the literature available that implicates your given gene in a 
behaviour. Make sure to do all of your readings. If you are having a hard time 
finding out how to write this, the TAs are very helpful. 

Tips for Success  
Tutorials can be helpful, but studying with friends is always a good idea to 
make sure you know the concepts from the lectures AND the readings. Make 
brief summaries of the readings to aid in your memorization, as these will be 
useful when you review for the final exam. The midterms are great indicators 
of the final exam, and Professor Mogil is generally fair in dropping questions 
that were unreasonable from readings or lectures. Be sure to attend (or at least 
watch) all lectures and get through all the readings! As long as you get through 
the material, you should do well in this course! 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PSYC 211 or PSYC 308 or BIOL 306 
or PHGY 314 or permission of 
instructor. 

Class Size: ~300 

Textbook:  
No textbook, course slides and readings 
provided online. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded and all course 
materials are provided outside the 
classroom. The recordings and readings 
are essentially the entire course, but 
then you miss out on interacting with 
THE Jeffrey Mogil himself! 
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PSYC 318 
Behavioral Neuroscience 2   

Instructor:  
Wayne Sossin and Carole Farah 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course outlines the molecular and physiological bases of motivational 
states, with respect to feeding, drinking, sexual behavior, reward, and 
aggression, as well as the physiological molecular bases of learning and 
memory. The course focuses on key findings in these areas. There are many 
guest lecturers covering topics of pain, sleep, and addiction. The course is 
satisfyingly scientific for a typical psychology course with a large focus on 
neurotransmitter and hormone systems as well as cellular and molecular 
mechanisms.  

Method of Evaluation  
The course is evaluated by two multiple-choice exams: a midterm (40%) given 
in class and a cumulative final exam (60%) during the final exam period. 
Students can also participate in the Psychology Department Subject Pool for 1-
2% extra credit on the final grade. 

The Experience 
Dr. Farah’s lectures are remarkably easy to follow. Almost all of the 
information is on her slides and she presents it logically with adequate 
background information, making it very understandable. She teaches the 
majority of the first half of the course on motivational states. Dr. Sossin 
teaches the second half of the course on memory. His lectures are similarly 
simple to follow. Both professors are concerned about the learning of their 
students. Guest lecturers are experts in the topics they present. The exams are 
mostly based on memorization of lecture material. 

Tips for Success  
The midterm exam includes general questions as well as questions requiring 
memorization of details that may seem superfluous. Ensure that you know all 
the details of the methods mentioned by Dr. Farah of the studies that she 
presents in lecture. She will test your understanding of subtle distinctions. 
Exam questions for guest lecturers are fairly general.  

 

 Prerequisites:  
PSYC 308 or PSYC 311 or BIOL 306 
or PHGY 314 

Class Size: ~200 

Textbook:  
All the testable information is on the 
lecture slides. The coursepack includes 
many of the papers referenced in lecture 
but is an unnecessary purchase since 
these papers can be found online, and 
information in the papers but not in the 
lecture will not be tested. 

Lecture Recordings:  
All lectures are recorded. Slides are 
posted prior to the lectures.  
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PSYC 342 
Hormones and Behaviour   

Instructor:  
Jens Pruessner 
Semesters:  
Summer  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The goal of the course is to have an understanding of what defines Behavioural 
Neuroendocrinology as a science. Topics include the role of hormones in 
behaviour, the functions of different hormones, the impact of development on 
endocrine regulation, reproductive and sexual behaviours in the context of 
hormonal regulation, the human endocrine system and how hormones interact 
within a greater social and cultural context.  

Method of Evaluation  
20 page paper or a poster presentation (20%), midterm with multiple choice 
questions and short answer (30%), final with multiple choice questions (50%)  

The Experience 
Moderately engaging lectures which you will enjoy more if you sit in front as 
he calls on students to “act out” hormone interactions. The class material is 
relatively straightforward with a fair bit of memorization (it is the endocrine 
system after all) but most of the content will be topics you have seen before in 
other neuroscience or physiology courses. You will not miss much if you are 
not able to attend the course and listen to the recorded lectures instead. 
However, do keep up with the readings, or at least give the readings for each 
week a brief read-through. No tutorials offered.  

Tips for Success  
Go through the lecture materials thoroughly and make sure to read the readings 
mentioned in class as some relatively obscure content from the readings will 
make it into the exam, especially the final. Self-learning is more than 
sufficient. For the short answers, he wants you to think through the 
information and research relevant points to form the answer. The marking can 
be quite specific so you should be to the point and include key words/phrases. 
If you have any queries with regard to how the essays are graded, don’t be 
afraid to approach the TAs and they will be more than happy to help you. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 111, BIOL 112, BIOL 115 or 
equivalent  

Class Size: ~400 (when it was given in 
the fall)  

Textbook:  
Course Pack available at the McGill 
bookstore (cost: $40-45) 

Lecture Recordings:  
Slides posted online. Lectures are 
recorded. 
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BIOL 301 
Cell and Molecular Laboratory (4 credits)  

 

Instructor: Nam Sung Moon, Joseph 
Dent, Huanquan Zheng (Fall) 
Nam Sung Moon, Paul Harrison, Huanquan  
Zheng (Winter) 
Semesters:  
Fall & Winter  

   
 

 
Course Overview 
An introduction to laboratory techniques with a focus on methods used to 
investigate fundamental questions in modern cell and molecular biology. 
Techniques including gene cloning, DNA and protein isolation and 
manipulation are covered, along with functional analysis of genes and proteins, 
basic bioinformatics, and computer-based experimental design and data 
analysis. 

Method of Evaluation  
Lab portion (60%, includes pre-lab quizzes and reports), midterm (10%), final 
(30%); midterm and final consists of ~3 questions with focus on determining 
an appropriate experimental procedure, and explaining the appropriate 
controls.   

The Experience 
The six-hour weekly lab complements the 1-hour weekly lecture, for a total of 
7 hours per week of commitment (at the bare minimum).  The labs typically 
DO last all six hours, with few exceptions.  Although the six hours can be a 
physical and mental drain, the course teaches a lot about laboratory techniques 
and prepares you well for research in a laboratory.  If you don’t have lab 
experience, this class would be a great idea to prepare you, and the profs are 
sometimes willing to write you a recommendation!  The course focuses on 
teaching when certain laboratory techniques are appropriate given a situation 
(ie. we need to know what genes are upregulated in an infected mouse 
compared to a normal mouse - what are the experimental steps?) 

Tips for Success  
The actual lab research reports make up most of your grade, so learn what you 
are doing in the labs beforehand so you are prepared for the pre-lab quizzes 
and understand what you are doing for those 6 hours.  Know which situations 
are appropriate for the experimental techniques you have learned to answer 
questions on the midterm and final... and don’t forget positive and negative 
controls! Find a lab partner you like working with, since you’re stuck with 
them 6 hours every week! Move quickly in the lab and be precise - lost marks 
in the lab add up quickly! 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PHYS 102 or PHYS 142, BIOL 200, 
BIOL 201 or ANAT/BIOC 212, and 
BIOL 202, with BIOL 206. However, 
neuroscience students with BIOL 200, 
BIOL 201 or BIOC 212 will be 
prepared for the course. Prior 
experience in a (biology) laboratory is 
extremely beneficial, although not 
required for success. 

Class Size: 200-ish 

Textbook: 
Molecular Cell Biology (Lodish)  
The textbook is not required, but 
certainly helpful if you kept it, 
especially to clarify confusing topics. 

Lecture Recordings:  
The lecture portion is recorded, labs are 
not recorded 
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BIOL 389 
Laboratory in Neurobiology  

Instructor:  
Joseph Dent, Alanna Watt, Rudiger  
Krahe 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
The main objective of the course is to allow students to experience firsthand 
how neurobiological questions are asked and answered. In each of the 
following three course sections, you will first be introduced to the relevant 
experimental techniques and then conduct a small independent research 
project. The course is divided into three main sections: the control of C. 
elegans pharynx, synaptic plasticity in rat hippocampal slices, and intracellular 
physiology of leech neurons, each of which are covered over four labs. 

Method of Evaluation  
Lab portion (60%, includes pre-lab quizzes and reports), midterm (10%), final 
(30%); midterm and final consists of ~3 questions with focus on determining 
an appropriate experimental procedure, and explaining the appropriate 
controls.   

The Experience 
This class is great opportunity to work with three different animal models. 
Students work in pairs but the reports are done individually. The techniques 
can be challenging; however, the professors are very nice and will help you 
master them. Keep in mind that these weekly lab sessions go through the entire 
afternoon and end in the evening for scheduling purposes. 

Tips for Success  
Start doing your data analysis early to make sure you end up with enough data 
as you may have to redo a recording if it did not come out correctly. Ask the 
professor for help will the data analysis/programs if you need it. Don’t think of 
an overly complicated project otherwise it will be impossible to finish in the 
lab time you’re allotted. Furthermore, make sure you get your positive and 
negative controls. The lab reports take a long time to complete so make sure 
you start early. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 306 or NEUR 310 or NSCI 200 
or PHGY 311 or permission of 
instructor. 

Class Size: 25 people in the lecture, 12 
in lab 

Textbook:  
Selected journal articles  

Lecture Recordings:  
No 
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NSCI 410 & 420 
Independent Research 1 & 2 (6 & 9 credits respectively) 

 

Instructor:  
Course Coordinator: Joseph Dent 
Semesters:  
NSCI 410 (Fall or Winter or Summer or Fall and 
Winter) NSCI 420 (Fall and Winter or Summer) 
 

   
 

Course Overview 
The goal of the course is to familiarize students with laboratory skills, data 
collection and interpretation, and communication skills. Students must find a 
supervisor and submit a Research Project Registration Form before the end of 
add/drop. The minimum work consists of submitting two abstracts and a final 
report as well as the required laboratory hours. On top of that, students may 
have to attend lab meetings, journal clubs, and regular check-ins with your 
supervisor, depending on the lab. It would be wise to check up on 
responsibilities would be with the supervisor prior to registering for the course. 

Method of Evaluation  
Proposal Abstract (5%), Progress Abstract (5%), Final Written Report (40%), 
Laboratory Performance (50%). The student’s supervisor evaluates the student. 
The abstracts are one page double-spaced explaining the rational, hypothesis, 
methods, results, and future experiments. The final written report is 15 (NSCI 
410) or 20 (NSCI 420) pages double-spaced and is formatted like a 
manuscript.   

The Experience 
The experience can vary wildly depending on the supervisor, lab environment, 
and project. Although the minimum laboratory requirements are 9 hours/week 
over 2 terms (NSCI 410) or 18 hours/week over 1 term (NSCI 410) or 16 
hours/week over two terms (NSCI 420), this may vary depending on the 
project. Don’t expect regular hours - sometimes projects must be carried out 
during the night or early mornings (e.g. due to animal sleep cycles, culture 
incubation periods) or squeezed in between your classes. This course tends to 
be a fantastic learning experience and very important for students considering 
graduate school. 

Tips for Success  
Read up on supervisors whose work interests you. Send them a personalized 
email explicitly stating why you are interested in their lab and try to sound 
genuinely enthusiastic! Communicate with your supervisor and fellow lab 
members! Keep your supervisor updated on progress and mistakes. Don’t be 
afraid to ask them questions to clarify your project. Posters/publications 
require that extra pinch of luck, but go for it if you have a chance! It may be 
wise to discuss such possibilities with your supervisor ahead of time. For more 
information, check out the “Research” tab of num.sus.mcgill.ca. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
NSCI 200 and 201.  
Only open to Neuroscience Major or  
Honours U2 or U3 student. Students can
not take both NSCI 410 and NSCI 420. 

Class Size: N/A 

Textbook:  
N/A 

Lecture Recordings:  
N/A 
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CHEM 222 
Organic Chemistry 2  

Instructor:  
Karine Auclair, Laura Pavelka, Michel 
Daoust (Lab) 
Semesters:  
Fall, Winter, Summer  

   
 

Course Overview 
The course begins with an overview of the structure of organic molecules. 
Mass spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance are 
covered. The course then moves on to explore the chemical properties of 
various functional groups like alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic 
acids, amines and more. 

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm 1 20%, Midterm 2 25%, Final Exam 35%, Lab Component 20%. 
Final exam counts as 80% if mark obtained is >85%. 

The Experience 
The course focuses on creating a practical understanding of the chemistry 
covered. Almost all questions are based on problem solving and mechanisms. 
Both professors write notes by hand. Professor Auclair is very enthusiastic, 
and has breaks during every lecture where she talks about interesting topics.  

Tips for Success  
Practice is key! Many previous exams and practice questions are posted; do 
them until you understand the material. For the first midterm, try to do all the 
problems on the grid posted on the website she provides. Note: Despite the 
>85% policy regarding the final exam, the final exam has traditionally been 
quite difficult. Take advantage of the many components that go into the final 
mark (midterms, labs, final) and aim to do well on all of them. 

 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
CHEM 212 or equivalent 

Class Size: 600+ 

Textbook:  
Organic Chemistry (Solomon and 
Fryhe) 
Supplementary, but useful for practice 
questions and if you want more a 
theoretical understanding of the material 
covered in class. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Yes. Slides are also posted online 
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MATH 315 
Ordinary Differential Equations  

Instructor:  
Charles Roth (Fall), Gantumur 
Tsogtgerel (Winter) 
Semesters:  
Fall, Winter 

   
 

Course Overview 
Higher order differential equations will be introduced and applied to real world 
concepts that would normally be seen in classes taken by physics and 
engineering students. The majority of these concepts involve a mix of basic 
linear algebra and differential equations. Each professor approaches the 
courses slightly differently, with Professor Roth being known to include more 
application after learning the theory. The topics covered would allow you to 
continue into partial differential equations, which is touched on in this course 
but not elaborated on. 

Method of Evaluation  
Professor Roth: 5 or 6 Assignments (totalling 10%), Webwork (5%), Midterm 
(30%), Final Exam (55%).The assignments will usually be given out at least a 
week before they are due. Depending on class performance, he may allow for 
your final to replace your midterm mark. He is also a very kind professor, as 
he will provide bonus work to bump your grade if you are willing to put in 
extra time. 

Professor Tsogtgerel: Webwork (15%), Written assignment (15%), Midterm 
(15%), Final (55%)  

The Experience 
In general, math professors try to make it so you know where you are in the 
course and where you are going. They review previously covered topics as 
they introduce the new ones, and if there is required/recommended reading, 
you will know. Just as much as the professors try to keep you informed, you 
will find it valuable to attack problems at home and work with peers if you are 
having trouble. Examples from class can almost always fuel this, but the online 
notes linked on Professor Tsogtgerel’s site also give some parallel examples to 
problems you would see in class. 

Tips for Success  
There are no NTCs or tutorials for the class, but both professors provide time 
to run over concepts and examples again after class and during their office 
hours. The most important tip to succeed is not leaving the assignments or 
studying to the last minute, as there is plenty of material to cover. The best part 
is that doing the assignments is half the studying you will need to do for the 
exams; the examples not used on the midterm will have a good chance of being 
on the final! 

 Prerequisites:  
MATH 140, 141, 222 
Corequisite: MATH 133 

Class Size: 67 (Roth), 144 
(Tsogtgerel) 

Textbook:  
Differential Equations with 
Boundary-Value Problems (Dennis 
G. Zill (Roth), Online links to free 
textbook (Tsogtgerel) 
$173 on Amazon (Can likely find used 
versions from previous students) 
HIGHLY recommended 

Lecture Recordings:  
Roth: NO. He will write up course notes 
Tsogtgerel: Online notes and a website 
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MATH 323 
Probability   

Instructor:  
William J. Anderson (Fall, Winter), 
Masoud Asgharian-Dastenaei (Winter) 
Semesters:  
Fall/Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
This course includes sample spaces, events, probability and conditional 
probability, independence; discrete and continuous random variables, 
multivariate distributions; expectation and conditional expectation, and 
different distributions such as normal, beta, Poisson, binomial, 
hypergeometric, etc. It is a good overview of probability systems and if you 
like math then you will thoroughly enjoy learning in this class. 

Method of Evaluation  
There are two different marking schemes. The final/midterm can be worth 
70/20 respectively or it can be just the final for 90%. The remaining 10% will 
come from biweekly assignments (5 overall.) 

The Experience 
Even though the contents of this class are very interesting, the teaching is very 
poor and there are no TAs, only markers and these markers aren’t available to 
answer questions. Also, the teacher will have very limited office hours, which 
means that your best shot at getting help will come from room 911 in Burnside 
Hall, where undergraduate and graduate math students offer their assistance. If 
you don’t enjoy math and are not willing to do most of the studying by 
yourself or with friends, then avoid MATH323; it is the definition of a do-it-
yourself class. 

Tips for Success  
If you have a strong math background then you will end up studying by 
yourself and not going to class because you won’t need it. The exams are 
neither consistently easy nor hard so simply practice with the exercises offered 
in the book. Class averages have spanned all the way from C to B+ in the past 
so use past exams as a tool to study but don’t assume that your exam will be of 
similar difficulty. 

*Disclamer* These perceptions are based on the MATH 323 offered during the 
FALL 2011 with William J. Anderson 

 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
MATH141 or equivalent 

Class Size: ~200 

Textbook:  
Mathematical Statistics with 
Applications (Wackerly, 
Mendenhall, and Scheaffer). 
 

Lecture Recordings:  
With Professor Anderson there are no 
recordings available. He will use a set 
of notes that he has constructed himself 
based on the book. There are no slides 
posted and the only content available is 
the file containing the notes that he will 
post online as the class moves forward. 
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MIMM 314 
Intermediate Immunology  

Instructor:  
Ciriaco Piccirillo (coordinator), Irah King, 
Sylvie Fournier, and Inés Colmegna 

Semesters:  
Winter 

   
 

Course Overview 
With creation of an introductory course (MIMM214, since Winter 2013) 
MIMM314 is still in the phase of development, and very probably the course 
content will change after students evaluate the course. The topics presented are 
very interesting, and represent different domains of immunology. The topics 
discussed this year: Innate and Inflammatory processes, Lymphocyte 
Development, Immune Response Regulation and Immune Disease in Humans. 
However, because each topic is presented by different professor the material 
does not flow nicely. The topics are not connected, and you do not get a ‘big 
picture’ at the end of the term. That being said, the course is a great choice if 
you are interested in immunology and are planning on taking more courses in 
the field. 

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm (35%), in-class pop quizzes (5%) and a Final Exam (60%). All exams 
are multiple choice with either a single answer being correct or multiple 
answers being correct. The questions are very fair. There are no details from 
the readings, and the exams are designed to test your understanding. Each 
professor creates questions for his/her section. 

The Experience 
As mentioned above, you end up having to read one reading per lecture. 
Articles might seem challenging at first, but it gets better once the material has 
been covered in the class. Details from the readings are not tested on the exam, 
and are there to improve your understanding of class material. 

Tips for Success  
Strategies depend on the professor. One professor had mostly pictures in his 
slide, so it was very important to attend the class and note all his comments 
and explanations. Another professor had a lot of text, but all important 
information was in the slide and she really did not introduce additional 
material in her talks. Other professors were a mix of the two. After you cover 
the material, it might be very helpful to prepare diagrams and pictures to 
ensure you understand where the process is taking place and what 
cells/receptors/ligands are involved. There are NTCs available for the class. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
MIMM 214 

Class Size: 275 

Textbook:  
None 
Assigned Readings (on average 1 per 
lecture). Janeway’s Immunology can be 
used to refresh basic knowledge or for 
clarification if you did not take MIMM 
214 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded, and slides are 
posted 
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BIOL 530 
Advances in Neuroethology  

Instructor:  
Rudiger Krahe (coordinator) and Sarah 
Woolley 
Semesters:  
Winter 

   
 

Course Overview 
This class serves as an in-depth survey of current research in neuroethology. It 
takes some of the basic concepts learnt in BIOL 306 and delves deeper into 
recent work on the neural basis of behavior (from a range of different model 
systems). Quite a bit of ground is covered, from vocal learning in songbirds, to 
hippocampal memory in rodents, to aggression in Drosophila, to name just a 
few behavioral studies from model systems that were examined. Each seminar 
is on a recent paper from the field and is self-contained. 

Method of Evaluation  
Oral presentation on an assigned paper (30%), contribution to class discussions 
(15%), short assignments before each seminar (20%), and final term paper 
(35%) 

The Experience 
This is a great class for anyone who enjoyed BIOL 306 and is interested in 
learning more about current research in neuroethology. Because there are no 
exams, there is considerable freedom to learn about topics that interest you and 
forget about the rest. There is huge emphasis on class discussion, and much of 
the learning in this class comes from your peers. The course is rigorous in that 
you are responsible for running an entire seminar on a paper (in detail), but 
Drs. Krahe and Woolley provide a lot of support. Most neuroscience students 
agree that this course encourages real learning through heated in-class debate 
and discussion. There is definitely no rote memorization! 

Tips for Success  
Grading in this class is very fair. Attendance is mandatory and participation is 
a big part of the grade. You must read each paper before class, not just to be 
prepared to discuss it, but also in order to complete the short assignments that 
precede each class. Presentation and term paper marks are jointly determined 
by the course instructors. Attend class, complete the assignments, and engage 
with the material, and you will definitely do well! When it comes to the 
presentation and term paper, take advantage of the professors’ offers to meet to 
discuss the topic and to review a draft. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 306 or NSCI 200 or PHGY 311 
or permission of instructor 

Class Size: 20 

Textbook:  
None 
Each class is a student-run seminar on a 
recent paper in neuroethology 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are not recorded but slides 
from each student seminar are posted 
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BIOL 532 
Developmental Neurobiology Seminar 

 

Instructor:  
Donald van Meyel, Edward Ruthazer, 
Artur Kania, Jean-Francois Cloutier, 
Alyson Fournier  

 Semesters: Winter  
   

 

Course Overview 
This course covers many different topics, ranging from nervous system 
development, cell migrations, axon guidance, how neurotrophic factors 
influence development, visual system development, and regeneration and 
repair in the CNS. However, the overall theme of the course is what is most 
important. This course teaches you to not only learn information from papers, 
but how to think critically about it, and form your own opinions about what the 
authors’ findings actually mean. 

 Method of Evaluation  
Questions for lectures (14%), Class participation (14%), 2 presentations (24% 
each), and a final paper (24%) 

 The Experience 
The evaluation is based on two one-hour presentations, each on one of the 
assigned papers. The presentations are very thorough, but the marking is very 
fair and helps to improve your presentation and analytic skills. Overall, this is 
an excellent course, and it helps to improve your thinking from just 
memorizing material to understanding and critiquing it. It is also a great 
opportunity to interact with professors and graduate students in a small class. If 
you want to get a feel for what graduate school is like, take this course! 

 Tips for Success  
The evaluation is based on two one-hour presentations, each on one of the 
assigned papers. The presentations are very thorough, but the marking is very 
fair and helps to improve your presentation and analytic skills. Overall, this is 
an excellent course, and it helps to improve your thinking from just 
memorizing material to understanding and critiquing it. It is also a great 
opportunity to interact with professors and graduate students in a small class. If 
you want to get a feel for what graduate school is like, take this course! 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 303 or 306, or permission of 
instructor 

Class Size: 16 

Textbook:  
2-4 scientific papers/week 

Lecture Recordings:  
No recordings, lecture slides are posted 
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PHGY 425 
Analyzing Physiological Systems  

Instructor:  
Erik Cook, Mladen I Glavinovic, 
Maurice Chacron, A. Khadra 

 Semesters: Fall  
   

 

Course Overview 
An introduction to the analysis of physiological data using MATLAB. The 
course will focus on creative ways to think about data analysis and how to 
develop helpful analysis tools for understanding complex biological systems. 
Examples will range from immunological to higher brain systems. Students 
will model and analyze actual data collected by the instructors' labs and have 
the opportunity to contribute to real scientific research. 

 Method of Evaluation  
Assignments (50%), Term paper (35%), Term paper presentation + Class 
participation (15%) 

The Experience 
This course is divided into different modules, each of which is taught by a 
different professor. All assignments involve coding in MATLAB to analyze a 
dataset and generate graphs, and are fairly short and straightforward. There is 
also a term project that is done either in pairs or solo, which involves analyzing 
a dataset from a professor’s lab in order to examine a hypothesis. The project 
is a great experience, as you get to apply the programming skills learned in the 
course, collaborate with a professor to design the project, get creative about 
answering an open scientific question, and get experience in preparing a 
research paper and giving a presentation on your findings.The class 
atmosphere and there is ample opportunity for working with your peers and 
getting to know the professors.  

Tips for Success  

Having a background in programming (even COMP 202) is an advantage, as 
most students in the course have no programing experience. MATLAB is the 
main language used and it is very similar to Java. If you don’t fall behind and 
you keep up with the assignments this course is a breeze. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PHGY 311, PHGY 314, BIOL 200 or 
permission from instructor. 

Class Size: ~20 

Textbook:  
None 

Lecture Recordings:  
No 
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PHGY 520 
Ion Channels   

Instructor:  
Reza Sharif, guest lecturers 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
The course goes through the principal theories and interesting new 
developments in the study of ion channels.  Class is structured around the 
textbook, computer exercises and critical reading and presentation of research 
papers. Topics include properties of voltage-and ligand-gated channels, single 
channel analysis, the structure and function of ion channels. 

Method of Evaluation  
There is one midterm, one term paper, paper discussion in class, and a small 
assignment.  There is no final exam.  

The Experience 
This is a new course so things are still being sorted out. It is challenging due to 
a lot of information but it is interesting. Understanding how these receptors 
truly function gives you a better idea of research done in the field of 
microbiology and neuroscience. Many neurological and neuropsychiatric 
diseases stem from dysfunction of ion channels (e.g. Channelopathies).  

Tips for Success  
Go over each lecture in detail as it comes because you may have to do extra 
background research to grasp the overall concept.  Thus, it is important to give 
ample time for this in advance. 

 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
PHGY 311 or permission of the 
instructor 

Class Size: 12 

Textbook:  
Ion Channels of Excitable 
Membranes (Bertit Hile) 
If you have time, it’s very useful to read 
the chapters that accompany each 
lecture. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Not recorded. 
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PHGY 524 
Chronobiology  

Instructor:  
Nicolas Cermakian & Florian Storch 

 Semesters: Fall  
   

 
 

Course Overview 
An introduction to the field of chronobiology. The aim is to provide basic 
instruction on different types of biological rhythms, with particular focus on 
circadian rhythms. Dr. Storch & Dr. Cermakian start with the molecular 
mechanisms underlying circadian rhythms, then progress to the behavioural 
and clinical outcomes that result from these mechanisms. 

Method of Evaluation  

Midterm (20%), term paper (20%), seminar group presentation (20%), in-class 
article discussions (5% for short assignments after article discussions, 5% for 
participation in discussions), final exam (30%) 

The Experience 

PHGY524 is definitely a great neuroscience course offered at McGill.  The 
professors are friendly, caring, funny and approachable. The material is really 
interesting and the progression of information is logical. The professors do 
NOT test on memorization, but rather understanding of the key experiments, 
techniques and findings outlined in class. It is pretty time consuming though 
with small assignments due almost every week. 

Tips for Success  

Go to class! It is not recorded. Also register early because there are only 20 
seats in the class and limited enrolment for neuroscience majors.  Go over the 
lecture slides and key experiments in a group setting to make sure your 
understanding of the material is thorough. Also figures and graphs are really 
important! So make sure you understand them. 

  

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200, PHGY 209 and 210 (or 
NSCI 200 and 201), and a relevant 300-
level course (PHGY 311 or 314, or 
PSYC 318, or BIOC 311, or other, with 
permission of course coordinator). 
 
Class Size:  20 person seminar.  

Textbook:  
Chronobiology: biological 
timekeeping  (Dunlap et al.)  
Textbook readings were not mandatory  

 Lecture Recordings:  
No. Slides posted online before class.  
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PHGY 556 
Topics in Systems Neuroscience   

Instructor:  
Kathleen Cullen, Daniel Guitton  
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course provides an overview of the field of systems neuroscience. This 
includes topics such as: the neural representations of sensory information and 
motor behaviour, current models of sensorimotor integration, and how we can 
computationally analyze problems in visual perception and motor control. The 
major focus is at the level of neural circuits. 

Method of Evaluation  
50% attendance and participation, 10% for a writing assignment, and 40% for 
the term paper. 

The Experience 

There is a lot of reading to do each week and each student is expected to 
present parts of the papers, thus,  you have to read and understand all of them. 
The writing assignment is an abstract for a scientific paper that is not published 
yet. Finally, the term paper is 25 pages, so start early. Overall, this course 
teaches you how to be critical of scientific data, and gives you an in-depth 
understanding of how systems neuroscientists study the brain. This is a 
challenging, but excellent, course to take if you are interested in how neural 
circuits produce behaviour, as well as in research techniques in the field. 

Tips for Success  
Do the readings well in advance (start on the weekend if you can) so that you 
have enough time to fully understand the material. Generally, only the figures 
from each paper are covered, so if you are running short on time, just make 
sure you thoroughly understand those. The writing assignment and the term 
paper are marked fairly, so just make sure to budget enough time to write a 
clear and convincing paper. This is an excellent class, and is recommended for 
people who want to learn more about scientific research and critical thinking. 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOL 200 

Class Size: Paste # Here 

Textbook:  
There is no specific textbook, but there 
are usually 3 - 4 scientific papers to read 
each week. The class meets once week 
as a three hour seminar. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Not Recorded 
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PSYC 410 
Special Topics in Neuropsychology  

Instructor:  
Amir Raz  
Semesters:  
Fall 

   
 
 

Course Overview 
Developments in cognitive neuroscience and cognitive neuropsychiatry via 
readings from primary sources. Topics include the neural bases of attention, 
emotion, social cognition and neuropsychiatric diseases. Course material 
integrates studies in experimental psychology, neuroimaging, and places 
emphasis on clinical populations. 

The Experience 
2 non-cumulative midterms (20% each), 1 Cumulative Final (50%), and inclass 
clicker tests (10%). 2% extra credit possible with participation in Psychology 
studies. 

The Experience 
Where else can you experience magic tricks and hypnosis while learning about 
neuropsychology? Some people find Professor Raz’s approach colourful, but 
many find that his magician-style showmanship during his lectures is actually 
a great learning aid (i.e. you can literally hear his voice explaining something 
when writing exams).  He stresses the important information by writing it on 
the board - pay special attention to this.  Most of the time he stands at the front 
of the class and lectures, while providing tidbits of entertaining demonstrations 
to illustrate key concepts like change blindness, the placebo effect and 
illusions.  While some may find his lectures difficult to follow, just remember 
that he stresses the important information by writing it on the board or by 
repeating it several times.  PSYC 410 features a number of guest lectures by 
experts in the field to supplement Dr. Raz.  Active learning is emphasized 
through in-class discussion and clicker participation.  Evaluation of the course 
focuses on overarching concepts.  Overall this was a very entertaining and 
informative class.   

Tips for Success  
Do the readings, make notes on the readings as you go - these will be very 
helpful for the final.  Study for the clicker quizzes.  For the midterm and final, 
don’t get hung up on the anatomical details as these were the least important 
things to know.  Your ability to compare and contrast techniques and concepts 
is KEY to success. Also, speed is essential for the midterm while the final is 
more relaxed.  Often, there is an opportunity to select a few topics to write 
about from several, so in-depth knowledge of broader concepts and how 
examples from lecture/readings fit in is more important than knowing trivial 
details.   

 

 Prerequisites:  
PSYC 311 or PSYC 308. Knowledge of 
basic neuropsychology at the level 
covered in PSYC 311 is assumed. 

Class Size: 120 

Textbook:  

40+ primary sources and review 
articles, which are included in the 
syllabus and available through PubMed 
or on WebCT, and essential to doing 
well in the course. Additionally, a short 
book, “Brain Imaging: What it Can (and 
Cannot) Tell Us About Consciousness” 
by Robert G. Shulman was required in 
Fall 2013. An interesting read but not 
necessary to doing well in the class. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Not recorded 
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PSYC 427 
Sensorimotor Behaviour  

Instructor:  
David Ostry 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
A systematic examination of the sensorimotor system, drawing on models and 
data from both behavioural and physiological studies. Topics include: cortical 
motor areas, cerebellum, basal ganglia, spinal mechanisms, motor unit 
properties and force production, prioception, muscle properties. 

Method of Evaluation  

35% midterm, 65% final - all long answer questions 

The Experience 

Professor Ostry tells you in the very first class, “I’m not out to trick you”. The 
teaching and testing style of this class is relaxed, making it enjoyable and fun. 
During each class, he takes you through the anatomy and theory behind motor 
systems. He discusses experimental methods and findings in detail, providing 
comparisons of the strengths and weaknesses of each paper. He’s always 
willing to repeat information to ensure the class understands key material. 
Midterm and final are all written, long answer - but he provides sample 
questions that are very similar to the actual questions you’ll see on exams.  He 
is very clear about what material to focus on and the long answer format 
provides an opportunity to “show what you know”. 

Tips for Success  
Go to class, it’s not recorded!  Pay attention to his favourite papers and read 
them while pulling out the important details that were highlighted in his lecture 
slides. Professor Ostry provides sample questions that are VERY similar to the 
questions on the midterm. The best way to study for this course is to practice 
writing long answer questions in a thoughtful, clear and organized manner. 
Compare your answers with friends to make sure you’re not missing key 
experiments or concepts. Some individuals had difficulty with the midterm 
because when asked to compare perspectives on force-coding vs. position 
coding for movement - just be sure to compare ALL the main theories and not 
just two.   

 

 Class Size: 150 

Textbook:  
Paste Textbook Name 
Principles of Neural Science (note: this 
text is also used for PHGY 314) 
Additional readings will be assigned in 
class for many of the topics, these are 
available on my courses.  While 
textbook readings are not mandatory, 
it’s essential to cover the articles that he 
highlights in class - understanding these 
articles is necessary to do well on the 
midterm 
 
Lecture Recordings:  
Not recorded 
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PSYC 444 
Sleep Mechanisms and Behaviour   

Instructor:  
Maria Pompeiano 
Semesters:  
Fall  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
This course covers basic neurobiological mechanisms, possible functions, and 
physiological and behavioural aspects of sleep. Additional topics include: sleep 
disorders and treatments, effects of sleep on behaviour and cognition, drugs 
that affect sleep, and sleep in different peculiar animal species. There are two 
guest lecturers. Reut Gruber provides an overview of sleep across the lifespan 
and illustrations of pediatric and adult sleep disorders such as insomnia. 
Antoine Adamantidis discussing optogenetic techniques for studying the sleep 
and waking systems. Five key papers in the field of sleep are presented by Dr. 
Pompeiano. The entire content of the papers is testable.  

Method of Evaluation  

Midterm (50%) and non-cumulative final exam (50%), both multiple choice. 
Students can also participate in the Psychology Department Subject Pool for 1-
2% extra credit on the final grade. 

The Experience 

The course was a great overview of the mechanisms underlying sleep and sleep 
disorders. There was a lot of material covered, including everything from the 
history of sleep research to current journal articles. However, the material is 
not conceptually difficult and just requires time for memorization. Pompeiano 
frequently asks the class questions about the lecture material to ensure 
understanding. However, some students find it difficult to pay attention in 
class since almost all of the information is on the slides so students have to 
take few notes, and many choose to watch the lecture recordings at home. 

Tips for Success  
Make a chart of the hormones, neurotransmitters, and signalling pathways 
specific to wake, REM sleep, and non-REM sleep. Drawing out the different 
sleep-wake, REM-ON/REM-OFF centers and their projections is useful. 
Students will have to know one or two historical facts for both tests, so know 
key researchers. Read the assigned papers prior to attending the lecture so you 
can clarify issues you have with the paper in class. Take detailed notes on the 
paper (including the main aspects of the methods) because there is one or two 
questions on the exam from the papers that was not covered in lecture. 
 

 

 Prerequisites:  
One of PSYC 211, NSCI 201, PHGY 
209 
One of PSYC 311, PSYC 317 PSYC 
342 
Or permission of instructor 

Class Size: ~150 students 

Textbook:  
Not necessary, all info in slides or 
papers. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are recorded. 
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PSYC 501 
Auditory Perception  

Instructor:  
Evan Balaban 
Semesters:  
Fall 

   
 
 

Course Overview 

This course covers what we know about the neural basis for audition. Although 
there is still plenty unknown about the auditory system, this course manages to 
cover acoustics, auditory anatomy and neurobiology, and the neural correlates 
of things like pitch, timbre, loudness, and sound localization. As you know 
from NSCI 201, Professor Balaban is an excellent professor and he is 
extremely knowledgeable about all of these topics, so the course is highly 
recommended. 

Method of Evaluation  

The evaluation is based on attendance and participation (20%), and then two 
presentations and two papers. The presentations are not graded. They are an 
opportunity to discuss your paper topic with the class and get useful feedback 
for the papers, which are graded. The first paper is worth 35%, and the second 
is worth 45%. Professor Balaban is great with the deadlines, so if you do end 
up having a busy week, you can always submit it a bit late without penalty. For 
the participation, Dr. Balaban will let you know if he thinks that you are not 
participating enough, so you can make sure to get those points. 

The Experience 

This was course was not as demanding as other courses. Students from 
different majors (Psychology, Neuroscience, Cognitive Science, Nursing) take 
this course, which allows you to get a rich experience when discussing with 
your peers. This course allows you to really integrate what you have learned 
about the auditory system (NSCI 201) and apply it clinically. Try to be as 
prepared as you can for the presentations and choose topics that interest you 
for the paper.  

Tips for Success  
Professor Balaban makes this course a great learning experience that is less 
stressful than most courses you’ve taken. The deadlines for the papers are 
flexible, but try not to leave them until the last minute. They are fairly long (10 
and 20 pages, respectively), so it’s best to start early on them and then use the 
extra time if you need it. Overall, this is an excellent course to take if you’re 
interested in auditory neuroscience. As long as you go to class, participate, and 
work hard, you should do well! 

 

 Prerequisites:  
Undergraduate courses in perception, 
sound, neuroscience or permission of 
instructor 
U3 and Graduate Students only 

Class Size: 21 

Textbook:  
No textbook, but assigned readings. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Attendance is mandatory. Not recorded. 
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PSYC 522 
Neurochemistry and Behaviour  

Instructor:  
Maria Pompeiano 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 
 

Course Overview 
Anatomical, biochemical and physiological aspects of neurotransmitter 
systems in the brain, current theories of the function of these systems in normal 
and abnormal behaviour, and the actions of psychotropic drugs. 

Method of Evaluation  
A midterm of 40%, which is from the slides and the extra information given in 
class. 2 Oral presentations worth 20% each, 10% attendance and 10% class 
participation.  

The Experience 
Professor Pompeiano is approachable and very fair. All of the important 
material is on the slides, but it’s a good idea to reorganize the information in a 
spreadsheet to help you learn the differences and similarities between 
neurotransmitter systems. If you have taken neuroscience-based courses 
before, this course can provide a nice refresher as it will solidify all your 
knowledge of the neurotransmitter systems. The second part of the course is 
group presentations on papers that cover topics such as sleep, drugs and mental 
disorders.  There is no final exam for the course. Remember to be well-
prepared for the presentations and study for the midterm, as it is the only 
examination for the course.  

Tips for Success  
The best way to set yourself up for success is to create a Google Doc or 
spreadsheet of all of the different neurotransmitter systems with the following 
titles: Category of Neurotransmitter, Location of Neurons, Does it cross the 
BBB?, Derived From, Synaptic Vesicle Transporter, Reuptake Process, 
Recycling Process, Ionotropic Receptors, Metabotropic Receptors, Special 
Notes and Possible Test Questions to help you synthesize information and 
draw connections between the different neurotransmitter systems. Remember 
to do the extra credit subject pool participation for 2 bonus percents! 
 

 

 Prerequisites:  
Any two of the following: PSYC 308, 
PSYC 311, PSYC 318, ANAT 321, 
PHGY 314, BIOL 306; Stream C. 
Not open to students who have taken or 
are taking PHAR 562. 

Class Size: 28 

Textbook:  
Molecular Neuropharmacology: A 
Foundation for Clinical 
Neuroscience and Basic 
Neurochemistry: Principles of 
Molecular, Cellular and Medical 
Neurobiology 
Textbooks not mandatory as most 
important details in slides. 

Lecture Recordings:  
No recordings. Attendance mandatory. 
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PSYT 455 
Neurochemistry  

Instructor:  
Naguib Mechawar, Ana Cecilia Flores Parkman, 
Tak Pan Wong, Nicholas Cermakian 

Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
This course explores the neurochemical organization of the brain as it relates to 
physiological neuronal function and the mechanisms underlying synaptic 
dysfunction in psychiatric disease.  Emphasis is placed on the biochemistry of 
energy production in neurons, neurotransmitter release/reuptake, and basic 
neuroanatomical organization.   

Method of Evaluation  
Midterm (30%), 5 page term paper (20%), cumulative final exam (50%). 

The Experience 
This was an interesting course because you are able to put together what you 
have learned from previous biochemistry, neuroscience and biology courses. 
The professors were able to convey their information rather clearly. Course 
instructors each have their own topics, and they speak about their own 
research, which helps you get a rich experience of the material because you are 
getting it first-hand from experts in the field.   

Tips for Success  
This is a graduate level course, therefore have to memorize the content and 
make sure to be able to apply it to experiments. Exams will test your problem 
solving capabilities and ability to apply the material.  Remember that although 
BIOC 311, 312 are prerequisites, you can get by with having taken BIOC 212 
or BIOL 201. Do not worry too much, this course is very interesting and it is 
worth taking it if you are able to! 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOC 311, BIOC 312, or permission of 
the instructor 

Restriction:  
Not open to students who have taken 
BIOC 455 

Class Size: ~60 Students 

Textbook:  
Assigned Readings 
There are no mandatory textbooks for 
this course, however assigned article 
readings are mandatory.  References 
posted on the slides can be used to gain 
a deeper understanding of topics. 

Lecture Recordings:  
Slides are posted.  There are no 
recordings for this course. Do your best 
to attend every lecture because there is 
ample information presented during 
class by the professor that is not on the 
lecture slides. 
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PSYT 500 
Advances: Neurobiology of Mental Disorders  

Instructor:  
Lalit K Srivastava, Tak Pan Wong 
Semesters:  
Winter  

   
 

Course Overview 
Current theories on the neurobiological basis of most well known mental 
disorders. Professors Wong and Srivastava teach approximately 4 lectures each 
and the rest of the lectures are taught by professors working in each of the 
specific fields. Each professor is an expert in the field and discusses their 
ongoing research. They present the genetic, physiological and biochemical 
factors of the specific illness (schizophrenia, alcohol-dependence, etc.) and 
then focus on the basis for current treatments and on treatments in 
development.  

Method of Evaluation  
There is a midterm (25%), final paper discussing a research article from a list 
of assigned articles (25%) and a final exam worth 50%. Both exams are long 
answer based. 

The Experience 
This course involves a lot of memorization. All information for the midterm is 
found in the slides. Overall, it’s very interesting to hear the perspectives of 
people immersed in the fields they are discussing, and the course is very 
enjoyable.  There are very few required readings but a several lecturers post 
handouts which are essentially typed version of their lectures.  The reviewer is 
still doing the course and can’t discuss the final paper or exam at the present - 
review will be updated.  

Tips for Success  
To do well in the course, memorize! Memorize the slides, the handouts and the 
required readings. Tiny details, especially in the neurochemistry section, will 
be tested though the questions are long answer (e.g. listing differences between 
serotonin receptor subtypes). The final paper is only 5 pages double-spaced 
and is more based on your own thoughts than research. 

 

 

 Prerequisites:  
BIOC 212 and BIOC 311, or BIOC 312, 
or BIOL 200 and 201, or PHGY 311, or 
PSYC 308 and an upper-level biological 
science course with permission of the 
instructors, or equivalent.  
 
Restriction:  
Restricted to U3 and graduate students 

Class Size: ~50 Students 

Textbook:  
Assigned Article Readings 

Lecture Recordings:  
Lectures are not recorded but slides are 
posted 
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